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Abstract

We work with a 1-dimensional system of n masses and n+1 springs fixed at both ends, with a constant
external force ~f acting on the system. The objective of this project is to solve the system for two vectors,
~u and ~e, via the direct method and the mixed method, in order to determine which method obtains these
vectors with more accuracy. ~u is of size n, and it has the displacements of the n masses as its components.
~e is of size n+1, and it has the elongations of the springs as its components. In this system, there is an
underlying framework of applied math, characterized by three fundamental equations:

A~u=~e, C~e=~w, AT ~w=~f

A is the difference matrix, which acts like the continuous first derivative. C is the constitutive matrix,
which has spring constants along its diagonal and 0 everywhere else. For this project, we set C equal to
the identity matrix I, meaning that we set all spring constants equal to 1. AT is the transpose of A, which
multiplies the internal forces ~w to balance the external force ~f . The direct method combines these equations
to get ATA~u=~f . We get K~u=~f , where K=ATA. The direct method solves K~u=~f for ~u, and obtains ~e
through A~u=~e.

The mixed method treats the equations as a system, and it uses the matrix equation:[
−I A
AT 0

] [
~e
~u

]
=

[
~0
~f

]
This allows us to solve for ~u and ~e at once. We use Python to find differences in accuracy by finding the

difference between each method and the exact solution. We then compare the methods’ respective differences
with respect to the exact solution to determine which method is more accurate. We do this for n as large as
the computer can handle to see if one method is superior to the other in terms of accuracy, as n increases.
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